
Futures are rising again this morning after a short-term resolution to the debt-ceiling got offered by
Senate Minority Leader, Mitch McConnell. Investors have been on a roller coaster since last Friday
with the market swinging between support and the 100-dma. The wild-ride on Wednesday, not only
retested recent support level lows, but took out the 100-dma by the close. A follow-through rally
today could put the market on track to retest the 50-dma.

If the market can muster a couple of days of a rally, and clear the 50-dma, we will likely trigger the
all-important MACD "seasonal buy" signal. Such would confirm the official start of the seasonally
strong period. While it is very possible we have seen the highs for this year, the markets are
oversold enough now for a 3-4% rally into the end of the year.
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What To Watch Today

Economy

7:30 a.m. ET: Challenger Job Cuts, year-over-year, September (-86.4% in August)
8:30 a.m. ET: Initial jobless claims, week ended October 2 (348,000 expected, 362,000
during prior week)
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/weekly-jobless-claims-week-ended-october-2-2021-181902403.html


8:30 a.m. ET: Continuing claims, week ended September 25 (2.802 million during prior
week)
3:00 p.m. ET: Consumer credit, August ($17.500 billion expected, $17.004 billion in July)

Earnings

7:00 a.m. ET: Tilray (TLRY) is expected to report adjusted losses of 6 cents per share on
revenue of $173.58 million
7:30 a.m. ET: Conagra Brands (CAG) is expected to report adjusted earnings of 49 cents
per share on revenue of $2.54 billion

Politics

The U.S. Senate will continue to debate the debt ceiling. Yesterday Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell (R-Kentucky) offered a debt ceiling extension until December that Senate
Democrats seem to be receptive to.  

Looking For Opportunities To Buy

If markets can hold the 100-dma through Friday, we will start looking to increase exposure to our
equity portfolios. This morning, I ran a quick scan on the stocks with the strongest relative strength
to start finding some candidates.
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Delaying the Debt Cap Limit

As we stated all week, it was only a function of time until the debt ceiling got raised. Yesterday,
Senator McConnell told a closed-door meeting of Senate Republicans that he would offer a short-
term debt ceiling extension today. Stocks recovered from their morning losses on the rumor.
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"Senate leaders reached a bipartisan agreement Wednesday to defuse the impending
debt limit crisis by allowing for a short-term increase in the statutory borrowing cap while
lawmakers negotiate a longer-term solution.

Democrats said they would agree to an offer from Minority Leader Mitch McConnell that
would pave the way for an increase in the debt limit into December. But the two parties
still disagreed on any long-term strategy.? - Roll Call

While raising the debt ceiling may look like a victory for the Democrats, it may not be.

"While raising the debt ceiling just once is proving to be a challenge, the only thing
worse would be having to vote to raise it twice

'From a political perspective, the only thing less attractive than voting to raise the
debt limit to $31 trillion is voting to raise it to $29 trillion and then voting a second
time to raise it to $31 trillion'? - Zerohedge

However, as we stated would happen, yields dropped on the news.

ADP Jobs Report

The ADP Employment report shows strength in the jobs market during September. Per ADP, there
was a net pick-up of 568k jobs in September versus 374k in August. The services sector accounted
for about 80% of the gains with leisure/hospitality accounting for 226k jobs.

?Leisure and hospitality remain one of the biggest beneficiaries to the recovery, yet hiring is still
heavily impacted by the trajectory of the pandemic, especially for small firms. Current bottlenecks
in hiring should fade as the
health conditions tied to the COVID-19 variant continue to improve, setting the stage for solid job
gains in
the coming months.? - Nela Richardson, chief economist, ADP.

Markets Rocky Start to Q4

https://realinvestmentadvice.com/the-debt-ceiling-non-crisis-why-rates-will-fall/
https://adpemploymentreport.com/
https://youtu.be/ev7i2qOydEI


Atlanta Fed GDPNow Tumbles, Again

The Atlanta Fed's forecast for Q3 GDP growth fell again from 2.3% to 1.3%. The forecast was over
5% in early September. The worsening trade deficit and weaker than expected ISM Services Index
are to blame for the latest revision.

Volatility Is Not Living Up To Hype

Watch a few minutes of CNBC and you would think recent daily market gyrations are extreme. In
prior commentaries, we note that volatility and the put/call ratio are not signaling much concern.
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The reason is that the roller coaster the market has been on over the last week or two or is not that
daunting. Dare we say it's a kiddie ride. The graph below charts the absolute daily price change of
the S&P 500. As circled, daily changes are running above 1% a day. While above-average, there is
nothing too unusual about it.

Utilities vs. Energy

The bar chart below, courtesy of Charles Schwab, shows 100% of energy stocks in the S&P
Energy sector are above their 50dma. Conversely, not one utility is above its 50dma. XLU, the
utility sector ETF, is sitting on its 200dma while XLE (energy) is about 15% above its 200dma. The
second graph shows XLU is resting on important support in both the 200dma (red) and a support
line (lime) going back to June 2020. We added utilities to both RIA Pro portfolios over the last
week, as we believe support will hold and a bounce is probable. However, caution is warranted as
higher natural gas and coal prices may weigh on the sector, forcing it to break support.
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